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Pre harvest footage and a side by side nug shot of the two. Both grown in 5 Gal Fabric Pots using re
amended Living Organic Soil. LSD-25 From FastBuds Seed 2... Plant Appearance Expect her to grow
between 70-120cm making LSD-25 quite tall for an autoflowering strain, however she is very easy to
grow and is a wise choice for beginner growers looking to fill their tent with quality purps. Once
flowering begins, you will see her pigment shift to various shades of purple and pinks, making her stand
out. #cannabiscommunity #cannabis #marijuana #outdoorgrow #outdoorcannabis #autocultivo
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You can expect yields of around 450-500g/m² indoors, and anywhere from 50-250p/plant outdoors. You
will find LSD-25 will grow well both indoors and in a greenhouse setting. LSD-25 is a fast flowering
strain with your harvest happening between 8-9 weeks after your seeds break the soil. Grow your own
LSD-25 Crossing a well-known LSD with a Ruderalis, breeder FastBuds created an auto-flowering
version of the original LSD-25 cannabis strain that can stand back-to-back with the photoperiod version.
Flowering Time. The flowering time of LSD-25 Auto is fairly standard, finishing after just 8-9 weeks.
Yields. You'll get some great harvests with LSD-25 ...
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"FASTBUDS LSD 25 AUTO" cannabis grow journal. Strains: FastBuds LSD-25 harvest10 by . Grow
room Indoor, growing in Soilless. Grow conditions, techniques, grower comments. Producers also
undergo mandatory regular inspections of their production facilities and practices. These thorough
checks add another layer of safety compared to the illicit market products and helps minimize the risk to
the end-user. LSD-25 is an indica dominant strain from the FastBuds lineage with a powerful sour-
earthy aroma and instant "stone body" effect. The smell of diesel fuel and wood varnish is so strong
during flowering, so it is recommended to use carbon filters. With heavy smoking, psychedelic and
visual effects are possible.

https://guides.co/g/autoflower/204200




#maryjaneshouseofglass #maryjanes #mjhog #maryjanesgotglass #420 #cannabis #heady #glass #stoned
#redefineheadshop #localartist #spring #easter #rainbow #420daily A community for the cultivation of
Autoflowering Cannabis. ... Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts. Log In Sign
Up. User account menu. 16. LSD-25. Grow-Journal. Close. 16. Posted by 1 day ago. LSD-25. Grow-
Journal. 1/4. 3 comments. share. save. hide. report. 81% Upvoted. ... Harvest. Trimmed my first grow.
Ended up ... @surfandhemp tiene su tienda online de equipos de Surf y productos de CBD y
proximamente sera parte de la inauguracion el 4/20 en el nuevo parque #TheBudGarden de
@rosebudcannabis que ofrecera un espacio creado para pacientes de Cannabis Medicinal. En el shop de
@surfandhemp encontraras; the full report
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